Self Scan
Put power in your guest’s hands and give a sleek, easy
check-in experience with Self Scan!

Highlights:

Reduce staff dependency

• Reduce the requirements on staffing
with a single staff member monitoring
screens in place of multiple tearing
tickets.

By setting up your cinema with Self
Scan devices, you put the power in your
moviegoers’ hands to scan and validate
their own tickets into the auditorium. It’s
as easy as flashing a printed ticket or the
digital receipt on their phone.

• Allow staff and moviegoers to maintain
distance for health safety with ease.
• Provide moviegoers with greater
autonomy and flexibility.
• Compatible with various Android devices,
and able to scale responsively to the size
of your chosen screen.

Decide your Self Scan journey
Self Scan can be configured to handle
concessions, tickets, or both depending
on where your devices are placed. You can
also dedicate a device to a specific screen,
welcoming moviegoers who booked a seat
in that auditorium with a custom message,
and redirecting others to the right screen.
With the freedom to set up your Self
Scan devices how you like, you have the
flexibility to make sure it suits your specific
cinema layouts. And by clearly directing
your moviegoers where to go, Self Scan
helps you keep things flowing!

With Self Scan, you can increase your
team’s efficiency; rather than rostering
multiple ushers to individually check
tickets and keep points of entry flowing –
a single staff member can easily monitor
your Self Scan points from a distance,
requiring limited supervision. Not only
does it free up your staff, but it allows
them to keep a safe and healthy distance
from moviegoers. Self Scan removes
unnecessary points of direct contact as
well as the physical exchange of tickets to
help keep everyone safe.

If your cinema layout does not allow for
Self Scan to be easily set up, InTouch is a
good alternative for contactless ticket
validation.

Visit us at www.vista.co

